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A UNIQUE
CHARITY
Like athletes, performing artists need to be
as healthy as possible, yet are constantly
at risk of injury and illness. In some ways
performers are more vulnerable – risking
muscle damage, hearing difficulties, voice
loss, severe stress and anxiety. Yet unlike
sportspeople, their health problems are
largely unrecognised, so that if they get sick,
they struggle to find health practitioners who
really understand their needs.
BAPAM has been helping performers since
1984. We have in-depth understanding
of their work-related health problems.
We also appreciate the financial and
other career pressures they are under.
Our services are unique, essential and
irreplaceable – they save careers and
enable Britain to maintain its top class
performing arts scene.

... specialising
in health in
the performing
arts sector ...

Help BAPAM put
performers
back on stage
•
•
•
•

Become a BAPAM Friend
Make a donation
Remember us in your Will
Introduce us to potential donors
(corporate, individuals or Trusts)
• Put on a fundraising event
• Become a BAPAM health practitioner
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To find out more
Visit: www.bapam.org.uk
Phone: 020 7404 5888
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Write to: BAPAM, FREEPOST  NAT 18607, London WC1X 8BR
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BAPAM is a unique healthcare charity

Feedback & Experiences:
We received 707 responses from performers to our post-assessment online feedback survey.
Results were overwhelmingly positive, with over 97% rating all aspects of the advice and support
they received from BAPAM as ‘good’ or ‘excellent.’ We received no Complaints during 2014.

Our aim is to support performing arts professionals and students faced with an injury or health issue which affects their ability
to work and perform. We do this through one-to-one advice and clinical assessment services and through our national
programme of education and training.

OUR CLINICAL SERVICES

Free clinical assessments: In our central London clinic, performers have
access to clinicians from a range of healthcare backgrounds – including general practice,
rheumatology, surgery, physiotherapy, psychiatry, psychology and vocal health. We also
provide free assessments with specialist GPs at various locations around the UK.
In 2014, demand for our assessment service continued to rise: we registered 923 new
patients (10% increase from 2013) and provided 1,289 free consultations (5% increase).
Several of our clinicians also offer reduced cost follow-up care in our London clinic and
provided 631 therapeutic appointments during 2014.
Advice, referral and after care: Our confidential free consultations
focus on the unique challenges of life in the performing arts. BAPAM clinicians provide
detailed information about a performer’s condition and options for care, including selfmanagement, healthy performance practice and finding appropriate local support from
NHS and private specialists, including professionals listed on our Directory of Practitioners
(e.g. physiotherapists, Alexander Technique teachers and counsellors).
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‘I am sure that my very swift diagnosis, through BAPAM, was the key to my recovery and
I will always be grateful for their guidance and support.’ Zeb Soanes, Broadcaster &
BAPAM Patron
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Quotes… six months on:
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‘The professional and personal care of the BAPAM physiotherapist has contributed
decisively to my recuperation.’
Musculoskeletal

Voice

Psycho-social

Hearing

Other

‘My experience with BAPAM was life changing and got me through the toughest period of
my career. ‘

OUR OTHER SERVICES
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Education and training:
We provide expert support for our clinicians and other healthcare professionals through
our twice-yearly Training Days. Our sessions in 2014 were held at Leeds College of Music
in May and the Royal College of Music London in November.
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Health problems:
The main reason performers seek our help is due to musculoskeletal symptoms (66%
of new registrations), but we’re also seeing increasing numbers of performers with
psychosocial and voice problems. Many patients have multiple health problems, and
during 2014 we began a pilot of a full electronic clinical record which will help us report
and research their experiences more fully.
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We also offer bespoke educational sessions for performers, teachers and students.
During 2014, our Trainers provided 32 lectures and workshops nationally for hundreds
of performing arts professionals, students, employers, educators and healthcare
practitioners. Our charging structure has ensured that these services remain accessible
whilst generating much-needed income to support our free clinical services.

Student Advocate Scheme:
The Scheme uses peer education to raise awareness of performer health issues in educational
institutions nationally. The Scheme expanded to six institutions in 2014, and the national
conference held at the MU in London in June attracted additional applicants for early 2015.
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Help Musicians UK
£180k
Income Total = £274.8k

2014 expenditure
2014
EXPENDITURE
Research £1.5k
Promotion to beneficiaries
Governance £4.9k
& health practitioners £5.4k
Education £12.8k

Our unique MSc in Performing Arts Medicine entered its fourth successful academic year
in 2014 and is now fully supported by University College London. Several students and
graduates have become involved in research and practice at BAPAM, and provided valuable
contributions to the BAPAM Journal – a second edition was published during 2014.
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Information:
Our skilled Admin Team continued to provide free advice about support and resources for
performers through our Helpline, website and social media.
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Performance practice:
As in previous years, the majority of our patients (81%) were musicians– instrumentalists,
singers, composers and conductors performing in classical, jazz, rock, pop and musical
theatre genres. We also helped dancers, actors, stage managers and crew, and many of
our patients worked in more than one branch of the performing arts.

Other (donations, fundraising)
£21.9k

Education £7.9k
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‘What a treat to get advice from people that understand the industry and the needs of a performer.’
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Quotes – Immediately after the appointment:

Many performing artists are on low incomes and may be unable to work due to their
health problem. BAPAM is able to offer its free and accessible services thanks to our
dedicated clinicians, who provide their expertise free or for a small honorarium. We are
also hugely grateful for the charitable grants we receive from our funders and for the
increasing donations we received from performers attending our clinics throughout 2014.

‘It was wonderful to be listened to as a singer rather than as a patient’
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Registration & Appointments:

We also received 145 responses to our online 6 month followup survey which provided
detailed information of performers’ experiences after their BAPAM assessment. 86% reported
that their health problem had improved, and 96% said they would recommend BAPAM.

OUR FUNDING
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Association of Medical Advisers to British Orchestras
(AMABO)
Our network of volunteer doctors continue to provide independent advice and support to
orchestra members throughout the UK.

Clinics
and Helpline
£263.1k
Expenditure Total = £287.7k

Over 90% of our income is spent directly on Clinics, Helpline and Education.
Full details of our accounts are available from BAPAM or the Charity Commission website.

